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Abstract: The present study provides a systematic review of the major topics related to  Fintech and Islamic finance that are associated 

with Fintech and Islamic finance since their inception post financial crisis of 2008 and even before. Fintech is a phenomenon; a 

disruption and it provides an opportunity to the Islamic finance to show its full potential and provide a true sustainable, ethical, and 

alternative financial system to the world. The study identifies and systematically examines the relevant literature on innovative financial 

services engineered by  Fintech, scope of the Fintech based innovations, challenges, and implications of Fintech for the Islamic finance 

industry. The study aims to (1) examine the state of art in the Fintech based innovations and its implications in the Islamic finance 

industry; (2) identify the gaps in the Islamic Fintech research and make suggestions for the further scope of the study; (3) provide a 

detailed overview of the Fintech based financial services and related unique issues and challenges related to its implications in Islamic 

finance industry. The novel proposition in this study includes enriching the Islamic fintech literature. The result of the study provides 

a theoretical foundation for future research in Islamic Fintech including the development of innovative financial services and its sharia 

compliance.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The inevitable has happened as Financial Technology 

(Fintech) has taken the center stage and disrupted the core 

of the financial services industry [1]. Financial services 

industry is going through a massive transformation, and it 

has already embraced the most disruptive technology in 

the form of Fintech. Firms in the industry are faced with 

the challenges of developing new and innovative business 

models, enhanced customer experience and alternative 

approaches that result in the services transformation. 

Fintech startups are looking for  new pathways and new 

partners to grab the massive untapped market share. 

Fintech has provided customers with what they have been 

asking for and more with cross country transfers being 

possible at the tip of their fingers. Cryptocurrency, 

Blockchain, Artificial Intelligence, Data Analytics, 

Machine Learning and so on are some of the Fintech  

services that have spurred the financial sector [2]. Bulk of 

information lying around uselessly is valuable now along 

with increased transparency during transactions, all of 

which result in higher efficiency.  Fintech  services such 

as P2P transfers, savings and investments have been the 

most adopted services [3]. Fintech  has shown itself to be 

so vital that regulatory authorities have conducted surveys 

and taken measures to deal with Fintech [4]. Regulatory 

authorities are at pressure to develop policies to mitigate 

Fintech ’s risk while enhancing the services provided by 

these systems. At this stage, we must say that Fintech has 

brought about a spur in the financial ecosystem and the 

incumbents are looking for innovative solutions to 

upgrade their established services [5]. Nonetheless, proper 

review and research in this direction is the need of the hour 

to bring new legislation and to understand the market 

dynamics to seize this opportunity and to curtail the risk 

brought about by Fintech  is significant to maintain 

financial stability [6]. 

The financial sector has always been increasingly 

competitive and swift in adapting to the dynamic changes 

in its ecosystem since decades [7]. Earlier digitalization 

seeped its way into the financial sector and resulted in 

easeful provision of financial services to the customers. 

However, it didn’t pose a substitution threat to the 

financial firms; instead, they were accepted as an 
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innovative improvement to the financial sector. Now, 

customers demand and accept those financial institutions 

and banks that provide the most efficient, trustworthy, 

useful and quick services [8].With the innovation of 

Fintech, the dynamics of the financial services industry 

has completely rotated and moved to a more customer 

centric approach in contrast to the product centered 

approach earlier. Fintech  has disrupted the global finance 

industry by its ease of access, minimized costs and highly 

efficient products and services [9]. Telecommunication 

services have started providing core banking services 

which has threatened the incumbents’ market share [10]. 

Fintech has also enabled financial inclusion of the tech 

savvy generation who are otherwise left off the hook due 

to the stringent requirements of incumbent banks and 

financial institutions. As such, financial institutions are 

forced to either incorporate Fintech services or partner 

with Fintech startups for reaping the maximum benefits of 

this innovation [11], [12]. Adopting Fintech  isn’t just a 

ladder to the top but a necessity to sustain in the current 

financial ecosystem [13]. Traditional banks are faced with 

serious decisions to restructure their business models to 

incorporate Fintech  [14].  

Investment in Fintech has seen a rapid rise in the latter half 

of the last decade due to its increasing fame and efficiency. 

Implementing financial technology for financial services 

has resulted in cost effectiveness, customer ease and 

efficiency (Iman, 2020). The growth of Fintech is driven 

by high demand, cost pressure and technological 

advancement. With technological advancement comes the 

associated risk which banking professionals worldwide are 

trying to mitigate (Gomber et al., 2018). Fintech  has the 

capacity to radically change the financial service 

ecosystem and this potential makeover must be noted in 

terms of its risk and functionality [6].  While Fintech is 

rising at a huge pace and might completely change the 

financial world in the next few years, this invites a lot of 

risks that the financial sector may not be able to deal with. 

Apart from the most common risks like cyber risk, 

compliance risk and regulatory risks [17].  

Islamic Finance is still in its early stages [18]; Although, 

its consistent performance during and after the global 

financial crisis of 2008 has established it as the major 

contender to its conventional counterpart [19]. After the 

global financial crisis, customers lost confidence in the 

conventional financial system and due to the ethical nature 

of financing, Islamic finance seized this opportunity and 

established itself as the more stable and robust financial 

system [13]. Although, the size and volume of Islamic 

financial system is still very small in contrast to the 

conventional financial system [20], [21]. However, 

Fintech has disrupted the financial ecosystem and Islamic 

financial institutions ad banks can be the biggest profiteers 

[22]. In fact, Fintech has provided the equal ground on 

which the Islamic financial institutions and banks can 

compete with the conventional financial institutions [23]. 

Equalizing with its conventional counterpart or outracing 

them seemed like an unattainable dream until the 

discovery of Fintech [24]. With Fintech emerging IFIs 

have a great opportunity in hand to tie the competition. 

IFIs  and Islamic banks have always struggled to reduce 

cost because of the nature of their services but Fintech  has 

provided them with a way out [25]. Islamic banks need to 

become more agile and incorporate Fintech in their 

operations to not only reduce costs but to provide 

customers with a convenient and easy form of banking. By 

adopting Artificial Intelligence (AI), Blockchain, Big data. 

automation and predictive analytics IFIs can benefit 

greatly by effectively reducing cost while attaining 

efficiency which has been one of the biggest impediments 

[26].  

In this paper we provide how research on Fintech and its 

adoption can be diversified to provide the more 

meaningful information and contribution to the existing 

literature. It is increasingly important to generate research 

finding which is equally important to the research 

community, governments, policy makers, business and 

that can be replicated and strewn by the researchers and 

scholars outside the finance community. The present study 

aims to; (1) examine the state of art in the Fintech based 

innovations and its implications in the Islamic finance 

industry; (2) identify the gaps in the Islamic Fintech 

research and make suggestions for the further scope of the 

study; (3) provide a detailed overview of the Fintech based 

financial services and related unique issues and challenges 

related to its implications in Islamic finance industry. 

Remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 

two discusses the evolution of Fintech, why Fintech is 

needed at all and its scope and role in Islamic finance? 

Sections three provides an overview of the Fintech based 

financial innovations like, Cryptocurrency, 

Crowdfunding/P2P lending, big data, Blockchain etc. and 

sharia compliance of those innovations.  Section four 

analyses the unique issues related to Fintech in general and 

related to Islamic Fintech. Finally, in section five, we 

conclude, provide the future scope of study and policy 

implications.  

 

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

To investigate the initial issues related to the development 

of academic literature in financial innovations in the 

Islamic finance industry, we began by conducting the 

systematic literature review (SLR). SLR is one of the most 

widely adopted method of literature study where extensive 

literature survey is performed to determine the state of art 

of a research topic.  

2.1 Research question 

The research question is this study is: 
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RQ1. What are the Fintech innovations, its scope, 

challenges, and its implications for the Islamic finance 

industry? 

For answer the RQ1, an effort has been made to study all 

related available literature on Fintech innovations and 

Islamic finance. The related databases were visited, 

articles identified, and obtained to provide a 

comprehensive overview of the published articles. 

2.2 Search Process 

First, the journal portals, databases, and scientific 

publications were determined to review in the study. It was 

ensured to use only good quality articles to be used in the 

review. To ensure the quality of the articles reviewed only 

articles indexed in Scopus, Web of Science (WoS), IEEE 

explore and Science direct were considered for review. 

Second, the popular PICOC strategy was used to make it 

more scientific and protocol review. PICOC strategy is 

popularly known as the population, intervention, 

comparison, outcome, and context [5], [27]. The 

keywords, such as ‘Fintech, ‘innovations’, ‘challenges’, 

‘Islamic finance’, ‘Islamic Fintech’, ‘trends’, ‘problems’, 

were used to retrieve the relevant articles.  

2.3 Implementation 

To abate the biasness in the article selection process, a 

preset inclusion and exclusion criteria were determined, 

such as including only articles published in English 

language and excluding articles published in other 

languages. Other criteria used was that the selected articles 

were matched based on the research question and duplicate 

articles were removed. The study also used the ‘Mendeley 

reference manager’, for arranging, managing references, 

and generating bibliography of the cited articles in the text. 

Figure 1 shows the methodology used in the study.  

The methodology used for the study is presented in the 

Figure 1:  
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Figure 1: Methodology used in the study. Source: Author’s own 

architecture.  

Selecting a Template (Heading 2) 

3. THE EVOLUTION OF FINTECH AND A STEP TOWARDS 

FINANCIAL INCLUSION AND SUSTAINABLE FINANCE 

3.1 What is Fintech? 

Fintech  is the combination of two words - Finance and 

Technology [28]–[30]. Hence, the use of technology in 

providing banking products and services is what 

constitutes of Fintech  (Anagnostopoulos, 2018; Y. Li et 

al., 2017). In addition to the core banking services such as 

transfers, savings, investments and insurance, the main 

purpose of Fintech  is improving and automating the use 

of financial services [34], [35]. Fintech initially started out 

by being applied only in the finance sector but now there 

is a widespread use of Fintech across different sectors 

ranging from hospitality to education. Since the crash of 

the financial sector in 2008, Fintech started gaining 

momentum. Fintech has facilitated greater integration 

between countries and less dependency on the traditional 

players of the finance sector. Thus, resulting in Fintech 

being called a “disruptive” innovation. Cryptocurrency 

may not be something you have heard for the first time; it 

is always making headlines. Cryptocurrency is a result of 

Fintech  and is also one of the most debatable topics in 

Finance literature.  These virtual currencies have had a 

drastic market capitalization from $10.62BN in 2013 to 

$237.1BN in 2019 indicating the success of this Fintech 

service (Statista, 2020) Ease of access, convenience and 

lower costs have portrayed Fintech as an attractive 

innovation to the consumers.  

Fintech has given opportunities for smaller regions to level 

with other nations by building Fintech hubs. Underbanked 

segment of the society is being included as part of the 

Fintech revolution with developing countries such as 

China (69%) and India (52%) actively adopting this 

service (Ernst & Young, 2017) Ever since the 

demonetization in India, there has been a surge in users of 

digital payment platforms. Although China has an 

increasing adoption rate of Fintech, USA is leading on a 

global level with investment in Fintech up to $9.4BN in 

the first half of 2019 (The Global Fintech Index, 2020) 

However, to succeed in Fintech, it takes active 

encouragement from the government and respective 

authorities to remove hurdles, inspire talent and implement 

lenient policies.  
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Table 1; Definition of Fintech 

DEFINITIONS OF FINTECH  AUTHOR 

Financial Technology or Fintech denotes 

companies or representatives of 

companies that combine financial 

services with modern, innovative 

technologies. 

[36] 

Fintech is a new financial industry that 

applies technology to improve financial 

activities. 

[37] 

Fintech can also be considered as “any 

innovative ideas that improve financial 

service processes by proposing 

technology solutions according to 

different business situations, while the 

ideas could also lead to new business 

models or even new businesses. 

[38] 

An economic industry composed of 

companies that use technology to make 

financial systems more efficient. 

[39] 

Fintech is a service sector, which uses 

mobile-centered IT technology to 

enhance the efficiency of the financial 

system. An economic industry composed 

of companies that use technology to make 

financial systems more efficient. 

[40] 

 

 

 

DEFINITION OF ISLAMIC 

FINTECH  

AUTHOR 

Any Fintech in a Muslim market 

demography that delivers an unmet 

financial need and or financial inclusion 

objective. 

[41] 

Any Sharia compliant Fintech fund 

investing in digital infrastructure or 

economic development anywhere in the 

world. 

[42] 

The use of Fintech utilities: KYC / AML, 

Blockchain and DLT, Cyber, Payments, 

Big Data & Machine Learning in Islamic 

Finance 

[43]’[44] 

Islamic Fintech is based on the ethos and 

value of Sharia, and it can lead the 

finance world across the globe. 

[45] 

Digital Islamic banking is a technology of 

providing Islamic banking products and 

services through online services using 

tools Fintech industry. 

[24] 

 

3.2  Why Fintech? 

Ever since the global financial crisis in 2008, people have 

resented financial institutions because of the major 

collapse of the entire sector [46]. Although, people lost 

trust in financial systems who were supposed to financially 

back consumers, banks still had an upper hand [47]. They 

entirely dominated the industry for years because they 

were unconquerable. However, due to stricter regulations 

and compliance, banks had to struggle between providing 

services at a reasonable rate and meeting the compliance 

standards. Interest rates started to soar, and other hidden 

fee charged to customers who had no choice but to accept 

the system because there weren’t any alternatives [48], 

[49]. There was no choice for the customers even though 

there was deep rooted anger for not being able to control 

their finances [50]. There was a pressing need in the 

community for a strong contender against financial 

institutions. The descending trust in banks brought about a 

necessity for Fintech. Fintech has since then evolved and 

enabled integration of under-banked and unbanked in its 

radar [51], [52]. 

Fintech is not a trend anymore; in fact, it is a necessity 

currently. People are ready to trust Fintech over traditional 

banks because the former provide greater benefits and the 

latter have already disappointed [53]. Now, with the 

COVID19 pandemic, online platforms and digital 

payments have flourished. In Bahrain alone, 28% of the 

population use Benefit Pay app and its use has ascended 

by a 1000% during the pandemic [54]. Apart from the need 

of Fintech for contactless payments, there are numerous 

reasons as for the Fintech trend and massive popularity of 

Fintech based financial services and emergence of Fintech 

as a phenomenon post financial crisis of 2008 [55]–[57].  

 Fintech is accessible from and to any nook and corner 

of the world due to the strength of the internet. Hence, 

internet is known as the bridge to connect people 

similarly Fintech lowers the barrier of entry for small 

scale businesses to the financial world [58].  

 Although, traditional banks have online channels, 

they still can’t beat the cost at which services are 

offered by Fintech. The automation, ease, high 

customer satisfaction and low cost combined makes 

Fintech an untouchable force [59].  

 Fintech services are safer than incumbent banks 

because these firms do not pay heed to cybersecurity 

as much as Fintech companies do. This is because 

Fintech firms are principally built on technology and 

therefore take high security measures whereas banks 

tend to take it lightly [60].  

 Fintech investments and adoptions are a boost to the 

economy with new careers and higher acceptance of 

commoners. Fintech adoption reached a 64% in 2019 

and with investments of $39.6Bn in 2018 [61]. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_industry
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 Fintech is known to promote social welfare by 

enabling women to enjoy banking benefits, reducing 

poverty, and empowering small sized businesses who 

find it the hardest to raise finance. Fintech services 

like crowdfunding and P2P have provided a platform 

for such individuals. Financial Inclusion would’ve 

been impossible for traditional banks but Fintech has 

made it possible [62]. 

 Finally, Fintech has provided a way of converting big 

data to useful information which can be used to study 

patterns, trends and predict irregularities. This helps 

firms to build suitable policies to achieve their goals 

(Sun et al., 2020).  

3.3  Inefficiency of the existing system and the rise of 

Fintech   

The common misconception of Fintech is that Fintech 

is only confined to the latest developments in Fintech 

such as the digital wallet and online payments. 

However, Fintech is an extensive concept and has 

been prevailing since the 1950s [31], [60]. 

Cryptocurrency, Artificial intelligence (AI), 

Blockchain, RegTech, InsureTech, Big Data etc.  are 

some of the latest and the most disruptive additions to 

the chain [64], [65]. Fintech ’s main purpose has been 

reach, ease and cost efficiency (Arner et al., 2020; 

Kasthuri, 2018; Kim et al., 2016). Technology was 

initially incorporated in the finance world with credit 

cards and debit cards to reduce dependency on 

carrying cash [68]. The technological drive continued 

with ATMs, systematized data keeping, online stock 

trading and down to Fintech  products such as P2P, 

blockchain, crowdfunding and such today [69]. 

Although, most individuals own a bank account, there 

are certain regions where people have savings in cash 

and not bank accounts mainly due to barriers set by 

the regulators which is impossible for certain market 

segments to pass. Financial inclusion has been one of 

the most charming attributes of Fintech  with students 

and unprivileged community benefitting from 

banking services which were otherwise not available 

to them [70].   

Additionally, the 2008 global financial crisis caused 

by the real estate sector resulted in major damage to 

the efficiency of the finance sector [46], [71]. As the 

financial market fell, banks faced bankruptcy and 

liquidity crisis with high risk of Non-Performing 

Loans. Banks have faced a high decline in cost 

efficiencies since then. Although measures have been 

taken to stabilize the cost, it has never reached the pre 

2008 level [72]. Having lived through this financial 

instability, it is unlikely for Gen Z and Millennials to 

have complete confidence in the banking system [73]. 

As per Fenergo, 12 of the world’s leading banks were 

penalized for violations of Anti-Money Laundering 

(AML), Know Your Customers (KYC) and sanctions 

regulations in 2019. The 2019 forfeits of $36BN is the 

second greatest recorded fines in history [74]. 

Moreover, only a small percentage of consumers 

believe that their banks would honor their 

commitments. 21% of consumers believe that banks 

have their customers’ best interests at heart [75]. 

That’s a whopping 79% who have no faith in the 

banking system [76]. The CEO of Fenergo, Marc 

Murphy states “In today’s climate there is no other 

option but to leverage next generation technology to 

achieve a more effective and streamlined approach to 

regulation that allows financial institutions to 

approach regulatory compliance in a ‘business as 

usual’ manner”. The competitive advantage that 

banks have had over Fintech was mainly the trust 

factor which has been diminishing since the Global 

Crisis. Fintech startups leveraged the disadvantages of 

the incumbents into gaining a market share for 

themselves. Fintech offers transparency with the use 

of Blockchain where all the transactions are available 

to everybody in the chain with less likely occurrences 

of money laundering. Fintech provides a platform for 

individuals to raise money without the intervention of 

banks using P2P lending platforms. Fintech  has also 

resulted in the younger generations being able to 

receive loans and make investments with the help of 

lower costs and other means of obtaining data to 

determine credit worthiness of individuals without the 

need of providing a collateral [63].  

Even though Fintech has been prevalent during the 

1950s, factors such as financial exclusion, cost 

inefficiency and lack of confidence due to the global 

crisis paved the way for Fintech ’s popularity.  

 

3.4 How Fintech is helping banks in delivering 

financial services? 

While Fintech is seen as a disruptive force and a threat 

to banks, it’s hard to overlook the benefits it brings 

along. Fintech not only aids consumers but also the 

banks which are pushed to adopt the latest 

technologies to stay alive in the game resulting in 

effective and efficient performance. Fintech provides 

banks with various opportunities to improve their 

offerings while attaining cost efficiencies [77], [78]. 

There are a host off available literature exploring the 

impact of Fintech on the financial performance of 

banks [79]–[83] and its impact on ease of delivering 

the financial services [9], [79], [82], [84].  

Big data and data analytics have given Fintech a great 

advantage in terms of assessing credit worthiness, 

analyzing customer preferences and behavioral 
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patterns. 74% of financial businesses are mainly 

interested in data analytics [85]. Banks can greatly 

benefit from this by tailoring products and services 

based on customer preferences (Alam et al., 2021). 

New products developed based on this data would 

have a low failure rate due to statistical predictions. 

Customers are always looking for speedy and helpful 

assistance which is effortlessly provided by chatbots 

and robo-advisors. 34% of financial firms consider 

investing in AI indicating its potential in customer 

satisfaction and cost cutting. These automated 

assistances also help in gathering data about potential 

clients and additionally aid in promoting new banking 

products or services [87], [88]. Mobile banking is 

another unmissable innovation which has made banks 

step up their game by providing options of opening a 

bank account, loan formalization or insurance 

agreement at the comfort of your homes. 51% of 

financial firms are willing to finance in mobile 

developments [76]. These highly effective modes of 

service delivery not only help banks in reducing their 

cost inefficiencies, but most importantly improves 

customer retention [89]–[91]. Customer retention is 

extremely crucial for banks especially when the 

financial ecosystem is highly competitive and it’s 

easier to lose customers than gain. Like how losing 

customers can result in losses, higher customer 

retention rate increases profitability [32], [92].  

Since the 2008 global crisis, banks have been unable 

to reach pre crisis efficiency rate. With automation 

and digitalization, costs can be drastically reduced. 

Artificial Intelligence is known to increase savings for 

banks by up to 25% [93]. Most consumers prefer 

mobile banking and conduct most of the banking 

transaction through their cell phones. There is less 

necessity of numerous physical locations which is a 

great cost cutting measure [94]. Personalizing 

products as per customer preferences has proven to 

reduce costs. Products, services, and processes are 

simplified with the help of Fintech, costs are incurred 

only on those products and services that have a high 

possibility of being accepted by customers. Providing 

these services at the right time is what cracks the deal 

and Fintech provides banks with just that.   

In addition to cost efficiencies, customer retention and 

additional revenue, Fintech is immensely useful in 

detecting fraudulent behavior. With behavioral 

patterns of customers being under the microscope, it 

is easy to notice any irregularity in these patterns for 

banks to be alerted [95]. The predictive model of 

Fintech based innovation such as, big data can help 

catch money launderers and assist audits to detect 

threats and frauds [63]. Any unusual activity can be 

easily distinguished due to established patterns and 

predictions [96]. Banks can follow compliance 

standards and adhere to it effectively with the help of 

such notable Fintech innovations. Overall, banks have 

a lot to gain in this Fintech revolution if they open 

their minds to see Fintech as an opportunity rather 

than a threat. 

Figure 1 below, depicts the technological area of 

investment-the most important area of Fintech for the 

investment in future. It can be observed that ‘data 

analytics’ is the most preferred area of investment in 

Fintech based projects, followed by the mobile 

banking and mobile payment services, and artificial 

intelligence respectively [17].  

 
Figure 2: Technological area of investment  

Source: PwC Global Fintech Survey, 2017 [17].  

 

 

3.5 Whether Fintech is a competitor or partners for the 

bank? 

Fintech and banks, despite being pitted against each 

other almost always, have proven to be interested in 

working together in recent years. Banks have realized 

that resisting Fintech and driving them away isn’t 

helpful in the long run instead a strong partnership 

could be the key to success and sustainability. 65.3% 

of bank executives view Fintech firms are partners as 

compared to a 27.7% who see them as competitors 

[97]. This indicates that banks have broadened their 

thinking approach. Different sectors that have 

emerged with a lot of publicity will find themselves 

relying on banks to survive in the long term [93]. 

Other than that, for the banks to succeed in the future, 

they tend to be dependent on Fintech based 

innovations by starting a self-administered Fintech 

innovation center or collaborating with a Fintech firm. 

Moreover, banks’ large capital puts Fintech in a 

position to allocate bigger resources into finding new 

solutions and developing improved products [98].  

It would be naïve to believe that Fintech pose 

ultimately zero threat or competition to the 

incumbents. There is a level of competition that has 
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led us to believe that Fintech is a disruptive 

technology. Fintech startups have grabbed some of 

the banks’ market but they have also made things 

easier for banks which is why there in an increased 

rate of collaboration between the two [99], [100]. 

Banks mainly figure out what can be worked out 

internally and where there’s a need to collaborate with 

Fintech [101]–[104]. Additionally, geographic 

location and level of development in countries also 

play a role in signifying the level of competition [84]. 

But bank officials believe there is a space for working 

together in partnership as the goal would be to 

enhance products and improve customer satisfaction 

[105]. Fintech  cannot necessarily be a threat or an 

opportunity, it is basically a blend of both [60]. 

Fintech  is the much-needed push that the traditional 

banks were lacking to cater to the growing needs of 

millennials population in terms of innovative tech-

based financial services. Fintech  is a necessity for 

very bank in this generation to provide their 

customers with excellent service [106]. Although, 

cryptocurrency, Blockchain, crowdfunding, robo-

advisors, etc. have the potential to completely 

substitute banking products and services, these 

innovations are treated more like a healthy 

competition which would lead to the prosperity of 

financial institutions [62], [107]. 

 

4. FINTECH INNOVATIONS 

Innovation in finance is just like innovation in any other 

sector, that is, creating a new product or service or an 

entirely new process of providing existing products or 

services [108]. Innovations in finance have been existing 

way before Fintech entered the market. Take for instance, 

an ATM was one of the most remarkable financial 

innovations which made life so much easier for customers. 

It is practically impossible to picture life without an ATM, 

queuing up in banks and planning days ahead to withdraw 

money during the working hours of the bank [109]. 

Similarly, records were kept and calculated manually in 

banks before calculators. Then arrived, online banking 

which has led to the most convenient means of banking 

experience for customers. Currently we are in the era of 

Fintech where automation and digitalization has led to 

highest proficiency with least human involvement. Fintech 

based innovations has disrupted the entire finance sector 

and it has already replaced the traditional financial 

services with the new, innovative, convenient and cost 

effective financial services [110], [111].  

All the innovations and disruptions are welcome in Islam 

as long it is not against the sharia principles [112]. Fintech 

is a disruptive financial innovation which do not violate 

any principle laid down by the sharia and it is very much 

in accordance with the ethos and principles of sharia [113], 

[114]. Islamic finance industry has already embraced 

Fintech and Fintech based innovative financial services to 

compete with its conventional counterpart by providing 

the sharia compliant, ethical and inclusive financial 

services[57], [115], [116]. Since Islamic finance is based 

on the principles of ethics and morality and Islamic 

Fintech based social financial services such as Zakat, 

Qardh-Al-Hasan, awqaf etc. are going to play a maasive 

role in fight against the economic adversities of the 

pandemic. Islamic Fintech based financial services got 

acceptance after the global financial crisis of 2008 and 

COVID-19 pandemic is expected to bring stability and 

provide ground to emerge as the major competitor to the 

conventional financial system[117], [118]. In the next 

section, we will discuss about some of the disruptive 

Fintech based innovations and its implications for the 

Islamic finance industry. 

 

4.1 Blockchain 

A Blockchain is basically an indefinite set of data 

structures that are linked together, usually through a 

process called cryptography [119]. Each data structure 

record in the Blockchain contains the cryptographic hash 

of its predecessor, a timestamp of when the new record 

was formed and some data which is usually transactional 

[120]. A Blockchain works by decentralizing all the data, 

this means every single entity that has recorded some 

transactional data in the Blockchain also has a copy of all 

records that are part of the Blockchain [121]. You can 

think if it as a ledger where all the transactions made by a 

group of people are recorded. Now imagine every single 

person in that group having a transactional record in the 

ledger, also having a copy of the ledger. Blockchain has a 

massive number of applications most notably in the 

financial sector including- 

 Sending & receiving payments across international 

border. 

 Since every person involved in the Blockchain has a 

copy of the ledger, there is no need for the middleman 

(banks) that usually require a considerable amount of 

time to send receive money across international 

borders. 

 Customer Identity Verification. 

 Implementing a single ledger that contains the identity 

of all customers/potential customers allows the banks 

to speed up the user identity verification process of 

their customer and help in identifying fraudsters. 

 Better record keeping: 

The financial industry needs to keep trillions of bank 

records ranging from stock market transactions to 

personal transactions of their customers. Using a 

single ledger to record all this information would help 

in better record keeping, unify records across banks 
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and prevent any unintended alterations to the records 

[122], [123]. 

These distinguished benefits that banks could access 

by adopting Blockchain ledger technology has 

resulted in a rise in Blockchain investments. As a 

result, Blockchain market is booming rapidly with an 

estimation of 15.9Bn worth spending by 2023 

contrasted to 1.5Bn in 2018 [124] and financial sector 

is the one contributing to the largest portion with 

60.5% of worldwide market for Blockchain [125]. 

Banks are speeding up to develop this technology 

within their structures to enjoy efficient and organized 

record-keeping. Globally, organizations have shown 

interest in Blockchain technology and about 10% are 

in experimentation stage or installing it [125]. Some 

of the noteworthy firms that have invested in 

Blockchain are Chain Inc., Post Trade Distributed 

Ledger Group, Digital Assets Holdings, R3, Ripple, 

etc. [126]. In addition to that, World Economic 

Forum, Citibank and Credit Suisse are also among 

financial firms who have invested in Blockchain with 

some of them successfully deploying it [127].  

 

Blockchain technology is  very much sharia complaint 

as it does not violate the basic tenets of sharia [8], 

[128]. Though, Islamic banks and financial 

institutions are the late adopters of the Blockchain 

technology, but they have embraced this technology 

and benefiting from it. This disruptive technology is 

slowly gaining momentum among the Islamic finance 

industry players and some of the examples include in 

the year 2020 Abu Dhabi Islamic bank became the 

first Islamic bank to adopt Blockchain technology for 

its trade finance distribution. In addition to this, 

Bahrain’s Economic Network for Financial 

Transaction (BENEFIT PAY) uses Blockchain 

technology for its KYC (Know your customer) utility. 

Blockchain and Blockchain based Cryptocurrency 

have disrupted the financial sectors and making 

inroads into the Islamic finance sector. The next 

section discusses the Cryptocurrency and its sharia 

compliance.  

4.2 Cryptocurrency  

Cryptocurrency is a medium of exchange in digital form 

which is not backed by national or central banks hence it 

is completely unregulated [129]. Cryptocurrency uses 

Blockchain based technology of decentralizing all the 

transactions taking place in the system. It is a virtual 

currency that records ownership of crypto tokens or coins 

in a digital ledger using cryptographic hash function to 

ensure transactions are secure and verified [130]. Bitcoin 

was the first decentralized cryptocurrency introduced 

which is why it is interchangeably used with the term 

‘cryptocurrency’. It is important to understand that Bitcoin 

is merely a type of cryptocurrency among 6000 other 

altcoins which were released gradually [131], [132]. 

Bitcoin uses proof of work scheme to ensure safety of the 

system and users from denial of service attacks such as 

spam mails and heavy traffic resulting in freezing the 

system [80]. Peercoin, another form of cryptocurrency, 

was the first to use a combination of proof of work & proof 

of stake. Proof of stake randomly chooses the developer of 

the next block based on their wealth whereas proof of work 

requires the potential block creator to solve some complex 

equations. Some of the attractive features of 

cryptocurrency that has garnered lot of attention are [133]–

[135]. 

 The decentralized process that disregards the 

involvement of intermediaries such as the government 

or banks and permits P2P trading.  

 The transparency involved in every transaction; all the 

cryptocurrency users have access to all the 

information about all the transactions that has taken 

place in the Blockchain database.  

 The transaction fee is comparatively lower due to zero 

interventions and regulations  

 Transactions are validated without the need of lengthy 

paperwork as Blockchain system uses smart contracts 

generated by the computer to impose a contract.  

 All the information is available under a single 

umbrella facilitating convenience and making it 

difficult for hackers to get into the system as there are 

way too many nodes to completely cease its 

operations. 

 Finally, immutability disallows transactions from 

being altered or cancelled. Once a transaction has 

occurred in the system, it is unchangeable. Hence, it 

is trustworthy.  
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Figure 3: Top 10 Cryptocurrencies by market 

capitalization Source: Bagshaw, April 22nd, 2020 

(Yahoo Finance) 

 

Cryptocurrency has been one of the most controversial 

financial innovation of the last decade [136], [137], See 

figure 3. Sharia scholars are divided over the sharia 

compliance of the Cryptocurrency as there is no 

unanimous view whether it can be considered as the sharia 

compliant or not sharia complaint. The scholars such as 

(Abubakar et al., 2019; Hammad, 2018; Virgana et al., 

2019; Saleh et al., 2020) are of the opinion that the 

Cryptocurrency is sharia compliant and it should not be 

declared Haram. They have their own arguments in the 

fair of allowing Cryptocurrency as sharia complaint. 

(Saleh et al., 2020; Sangwan et al., 2019), argue that 

Cryptocurrency s the innovation and Muslim Ummah can 

benefit from it and those who says that it’s not sharia 

compliant they should provide evidence and not the one 

who are in favor and supports it. Cryptocurrency is the new 

and disruptive innovation, and it is going to replace the fiat 

money in the time to come and it should be declared Halal 

by the sharia scholars on the Maqasid –al-sharia basis. On 

the other hand, other section of scholars is completely 

against the sharia compliance of the Cryptocurrency, and 

they opine that it should be declared Haram on the ground 

that, it is too much volatile, there is uncertainty and 

gharar, there is no regulating body, the investment in 

Cryptocurrency are not safe, it can be misused by anti-

social elements for terror funding etc. Cryptocurrency is 

neither a fiat money nor a real money and it is also not 

backed by the real assets, and absence of intrinsic value 

and with zero supervision by the regulating agency make 

it vulnerable to be misused by the anti-social elements 

[143]. 

 

 

After the extensive review of available literature and 

analysis of opinions of the scholars, we conclude that 

trading in Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ripple and 

Ethereum is not Halal and it must be declared haram [144].  

We strongly believe that trading in these cryptocurrencies 

is not having value and neither economic growth gives it 

any value and its return have any origin. It is highly 

volatile and chances of fluctuation in the prices are very 

high (Gharar), there are great chances that it might be used 

for the unfair trade practices such as terrorism, gambling, 

tax evasion and money laundering etc. [145]. Any 

legitimate Islamic government has still not adopted it by 

considering it to be to be regarded it as legitimate. Most of 

the characteristics of Cryptocurrency falls in the haram 

category asper sharia. However, considering the huge 

popularity and demand from the Muslim youth and 

investors there is need to develop and fully sharia 

compliant Cryptocurrency by removing these obstacles to 

provide them an alternative investment avenue which is 

safe, sustainable and follows the ethos and principles of 

sharia.  

 

4.3 Crowdfunding 

Crowdfunding is a means of raising capital for an idea, 

business, or a cause by bringing together investors who are 

interested in the project. The investors pitch in capital until 

the goal is met and the business is operating. 

Crowdfunding is a method of raising capital for small 

business or startups by collectively pooling money from 

interested stakeholders. It is done to support any 

entrepreneurial project, organization, art with an aim to 

break the traditional barriers of financing and to endorse 

social change Past several years, crowdfunding has shown 

huge improvement as a result of advance in the internet 

[53], [146]. Due to a rising demand in encouraging start-

ups and small business, crowdfunding has gained 

popularity with investors participating in the business by 

way of providing capital. Crowdfunding has three major 

aspects to it, the project proposers who come up with the 

idea, the investors that are interested in that idea, and the 

internet that brings them all together. Back in 2015, the 

crowdfunding industry raised almost 34 billion dollars 

(P2PMarketData, 2019) Crowdfunding has created an 

opening for most entrepreneurs to raise a good amount of 

capital to invest in their dream projects. Crowdfunding 

provides a platform for anyone with an idea to show it to 

the investors. One of the types of crowdfunding that’s 

gaining popularity is equity-based crowdfunding as this 

allows most start-up companies to finance their business 

without giving up control to the investors. This in turn 

provides the investors with a stake in the venture. 

Crowdfunding also allows investors to invest as low as 10 

dollars (Smith, 2019) Depending on the percentage of 

funds raised crowdfunding sites generate revenue. 
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According to analysts crowdfunding market is expected to 

grow to USD 300Bn by 2030 (UNDP, 2018) Moreover, 

more than 6 million crowdfunding campaigns were held in 

2019 (Saleh et al., 2020) and the three countries that are 

dominating the crowdfunding market are China, UK and 

the USA [148].  

Due to crowdfunding, the way the products are brought 

into the market by entrepreneurs and established 

companies has been changed. Most companies are turning 

to crowdfunding in order to enhance research development 

and innovation. Since 2019, Bahrain is home to a debt-

based crowdfunding platform. A great example of finance 

raised through crowdfunding would be that of Oculus VR, 

well known for virtual reality. Oculus was funded through 

Kickstarter which is among the leading crowdfunding 

platforms. The resultant capital was tenfold higher than the 

target investment [149]. 

Islamic finance can highly benefit from this because it 

satisfies the basic principle of sharia-compliant banking. 

Crowdfunding doesn’t involve interest payments and is 

done to support small or medium sized business who 

would otherwise be excluded [150], [151]. The investors 

of a crowdfunding project are collectively sharing profits 

and the risk is low because it is diversified among them. 

Islamic crowdfunding would require investment in halal 

projects and would be extremely suitable to the millions of 

Muslims who struggle to raise capital to start a business 

[150], [152]. Crowdfunding would also satisfy the Islamic 

rule of being socially responsible by supporting a business 

and in turn profiting together without the loss of another 

[153]. The Central Bank of Bahrain has launched 

traditional and sharia-compliant crowdfunding for small 

and medium sized enterprises. However, even with 

government initiatives, crowdfunding hasn’t raised a lot of 

demand. This could be due to inadequate awareness, lack 

of technical knowledge and slow electronic process [154]. 

Nevertheless, Islamic crowdfunding is a valuable program 

for creative entrepreneurs which gives them a way out of 

the traditional financing methods and consists of less risk. 

Initiatives must be put in place to encourage sharia-

compliant crowdfunding for those who are unaware and 

might be in need. Government can ease the procedures 

involved and pace up the process. There must be a push in 

this direction of financing in the Islamic world to lift small 

& medium businesses and promote collective well-being. 

[150], [151], [153], [155].  

4.4 P2P lending 

Many individuals & households globally do not have a 

bank account; the number of unbanked individuals is 

massive. These, mainly being the poor community are in 

much need of funds in the form of loans and they resort to 

local lenders who exploit their state and charge 

unreasonable rates of interest. This is one of the main 

reasons why the poor community always stays poor, it’s 

an endless loop [156]–[158]. Nonetheless P2P lending is 

here to break this ugly pattern. P2P lending will not merely 

promote financial inclusion by offering loans, but 

investors can also aim for higher returns without the 

involvement of financial institutions [53], [150].  

P2P lending is a platform that provides lenders and buyers 

with a space meet but of course without the intervention of 

banks [146]. These firms mostly operate online which 

allows them to provide their services at lower rates than 

the incumbents [159]. Breaking it down, investors open an 

account in a P2P platform and deposit the amount they 

want to loan out. They can either loan it out altogether or 

distribute it among various borrowers. On the other hand, 

the borrower makes a profile for himself, and the firm 

assesses the creditworthiness of the individual after which, 

the rate of interest that he is capable of paying is 

determined. Once the borrower chooses an offer, the deal 

is finalized and the lending platform take care of the 

payments and transfers [160] 

P2P lending is gaining recognition because of the burden-

free process and superior benefits for both the parties. In 

case of a bank, the investor receives a lesser rate, and the 

borrower is charged a higher rate. Since these online 

platforms don’t have to pay overheads, they offer their 

services at much lower rate. Moreover, applying for a loan 

is painstaking & time-consuming process which is 

completely erased with P2P lending platforms [161]–

[163]. It can be observed from the figure that, China is the 

biggest market for the P2P lending platforms followed by 

the USA and United Kingdom.  

 
Figure 4: Market value of P2P lending Source: 

Statista, 2016 

As far as Sharia compliance of the P2P lending is 

concerned, it may or may not be sharia compliant based on 

the nature of contract. It can be called as sharia complaint 

if it does not promise fixed profit to the investors [146], 

[159]. Looking at the nature of transaction in the P2P 

lending, it looks less closer sharia compliant as compare 
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to the crowdfunding. Sharia principle-based Fintech 

models for Crowdfunding and Peer to Peer lending 

platforms can resolve most of the existing problems and 

challenges of these platforms [151], [152].   

4.5 Smart Contracts  

Smart contracts are self-enforcing agreements that is 

stored as a computer code handled on a Blockchain 

database [164]. These computer codes are a set of 

conditions which are enforced on the involved parties after 

digitally signing them using cryptographic keys. The 

agreement is executed automatically once the stated 

conditions are fulfilled. The contract is now available on 

many computers and these computers perform as a witness 

for the enforced contract [136]. 

An example of smart contract being used as a Fintech tool 

could be a farmer produces crops and has insured his crops 

against bad weather. The routine procedure would require 

a paper contract to be signed and the farmer can file a suit 

in case of crop damage due to harsh weather. On the 

contrary, enforcing a smart contract would automatically 

result in the negotiation being released to the farmer in 

case of such an event. It’s a major step away from these 

time-consuming paperwork and unnecessary courtroom 

drama [165]. 

The most appealing feature of smart contracts are that they 

are pre-defined and can function autonomously and 

independently. Smart contracts like many other Fintech 

innovations cancel out intermediaries and as a result 

eliminate the need of paper documents which are a fuss. 

Smart contracts also ensure immutability hence it cannot 

be altered in any form (Ali et al., 2020). This ensures 

security and reliability with either the payment being 

released immediately in case the conditions are met or a 

refund for the payer [167], [168]. Hence, both the party’s 

benefit with no chance of being deceived. Therefore, smart 

contracts ensure certainty and speed by automating the 

entire process [169].  

Smart Contracts and its application Islamic Finance are 

also interesting. As the basic characteristics of smart 

contracts i.e., transparency, efficiency and speedy 

execution of transaction are in consistent with the rules 

and regulation aid down by the sharia. Fintech in Islamic 

finance has helped Islamic banks to firmly establish 

themselves as a strong contender while holding true to 

sharia principles. Islamic beliefs teach values of fairness 

and honesty. As per hadith of Ibn Maajah (2443), the 

prophet (PBUH) said “Give the worker his wages before 

his sweat dries.” This indicates towards impermissibility 

of withholding payments of workers. Thus, smart 

contracts can be applied to Islamic finance to completely 

validate the principles of sharia and correspondingly 

facilitate immediate payment to the payee [62], [170]. 

 

4.6 Regtech  

Ever since the 2008 global crisis, financial institutions 

have been increasingly subjected to stringent compliance 

and regulatory standards. The number of fines paid by 

firms for nonconformity has only been rising and costing 

a huge amount of money. An estimate suggests that banks 

devote around $270Bn for compliance every year and it is 

said to increase twofold by 2022 [171]. In such a scenario, 

where banks and financial institutions are incurring huge 

expenses for complying with regulations, Regtech comes 

to the rescue with its efficient and inexpensive services 

[172], [173].  

Regtech is, as the name suggests, Regulatory Technology. 

Breaking it down, Regtech is a Fintech innovation that 

combines technology with regulatory & compliance 

process. It automates regulatory monitoring, reporting & 

compliance thereby enhancing the process of delivering 

regulatory requirements for financial institutions [174]–

[176]. Regtech is the blend of regulation in combination 

with the technology, aimed at improving and enhancing 

the efficiency, transparency and standardization of 

organization in terms of regulatory compliance [177], 

[178]. Regtech startups gather information online or from 

the web and use data analytics tools to determine 

anomalies and predict shady areas or patterns [179]. There 

is bulk of data available on the internet, and it isn’t 

practically possible for the financial firms to go through 

each one of them. A Regtech startup takes it up from here 

and goes through all the information related to the 

compliance requirements for the firm. Regtech and 

financial organizations often use the cloud system to 

exchange information for higher security and lower costs 

[180]. A cloud system is a technology where all the 

information is stored on the internet in contrast to being 

stored on a computer or a hard disk and as such 

information is available in real time for those accessing it 

[181]. Regtech mainly minimizes the task that banks and 

financial institutions must indulge in for keeping up with 

the regulatory requirements. Investing in Regtech is highly 

economical, less labor-intensive and enhances the quality 

of compliance by using data analytics tools to develop 

meaningful results from the vast data that is lying around 

uselessly [182]. There is a vast number of Regtech 

companies currently operating and specializing in diverse 

domains of finance. Trunomi, Silverfinch, PassFort are 

some of the prominent ones [183].   

Islamic financial institutions (IFIs) are required to go 

through the strictest rules and regulation of sharia and 

complying with these rules and regulations can put these 

institution in serious danger [184], [185]. In this scenario 

Regtech comes as a savior to these institutions and IFIs 

have embraced Regtech for enhancing its transparency, 

efficiency, consistency and standardization of the 

regulatory formalities in such a way that promote 

integration and interpretation of sharia regulatory 
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standards at the lower possible cost. The financial 

innovations must not come as an excuse for the financial 

institutions to oversight the sharia regulations, rather it 

should be the premise on which sharia governance can be 

enhanced [62]. The synergy between Fintech and Islamic 

finance is expected to ensure enhancing sharia compliance 

by the Islamic financial institutions and it is also expected 

to help the Sharia Supervisory Board (SCB) and 

Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic 

Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) in addressing the sharia 

non-compliance issues that may arise due to the 

advancement in technology and financial innovation.  

  

 
Figure 5: Regtech Source: [186] 

4.7 Smart Banking 

Smart banking is the latest ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution’-

4IR (Banking 4.0) banking revolution in the Fintech world 

aimed at providing banking solutions like checking, saving 

and investing and planning to meet the investors goal 

[187], [188]. Smart banking shows digital recruitment and 

a variety of innovative products that are delivered through 

a mobile application. The first drive to smart banking was 

to reduce paper within the transactions, to stop the long 

queue in banks and to make ease of banking to customers. 

In order to keep the customers occupied, most banks have 

introduced smart robots to keep them waiting customers 

entertained [100]. The use of such technologies is mainly 

focused on retrieving great operational efficiencies. One 

of the very few examples could be the use of smart banking 

during this pandemic; people prefer to go contactless and 

online banking instead of paperwork and physical 

presence is gaining demand. Within your reach, at the tip 

of your fingertips, now it’s possible to make any 

transactions, without even standing or waiting in the long 

queues [189]. Smart banking has paved a long way for 

customers that find difficulty in going to a bank and 

conducting in their transactions [190]. 

The main contact point being smart phones and mobile 

tablets where the banks interact with their customers is just 

as important as electronic bill payment and ATM’s. Most 

banks are engaging in social media in order to attract their 

customers and to interact, provide answer to customer 

queries and gain important feedback [191]. In 2018 China 

revealed that almost 168 million people have switched to 

smart banking rather than stick to cash payments [192].  

According to a recent statistic almost 73% customers use 

an online banking channel every 30 days [193] and 

physical bank locations are anticipated to decrease by 36% 

by 2022 [194].  

.

 
Figure 6: Reasons for Using Mobile Banking 

Apps in the US Source: [195] 

4.8 Digital Payments 

Digital payments are the simplest yet one of the most 

popular form of Fintech innovation [196]. Digital 

payments are transactions that are undertaken without the 

involvement of cash, aka, non-cash payments. The entire 

purpose of digital payments it to provide convenient form 

of lifestyle, banking and financing for consumers [197]. 

From paying for food, laundry services, transferring 

money, taxi service, shopping, donations and so on, digital 

payments are an integral part of our lives. Digital 

payments are expected to disrupt the banking industry by 

offering customers with alternatives such as e-wallet and 

mobile in contrast to cash or cards (Alkhowaiter, 2020; 

Vijayan et al., 2020).  

Digital payments can either be transactions made online 

for shopping using a range of payment methods such as 

cards, PayPal, Alipay, BenefitPay, etc. or POS payments 

using Bwallet and STCpay which provides a contactless 

payment option to the consumers.  

Amidst the coronavirus pandemic, this form of payment is 

gaining a lot of traction. With people dreading minutest 

form of contact, digital payments are the go-to option for 

consumers. According to an analyst, people are 

increasingly downloading applications on smartphones to 

make payments digitally and expected an increase in 

innovations from this sector (Al Nawayseh, 2020a). A 

study suggests that the pandemic has the capacity to 

disturb one of the strongest contenders in the financial 

sector, debit cards and credit cards. The pandemic has 
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resulted in quicker acceptance and adoption of digital 

payments with an inclination towards contactless 

payments [202], [203].  

Convenience is not the only upside of digital payments; 

cost savings, transparency, security, financial inclusion, 

and inclusive growth are what digital payment brings 

along. Mexico saved US$ 1.27Bn with a move to digitize 

delivery of pensions, wages, and social welfare. India saw 

a 47% decrease in bribery by digitalizing pension 

payments. Between years 2008 and 2012, 1.9M jobs were 

created because of digital payments.  

Digital payment platforms are sharia compliant as it has 

nothing which can be described as something against the 

sharia [62], [204]. In fact, digital payment platforms 

promote the maqasid-al-sharia concept of ease, quality, 

reliability, efficiency and reduced cost of transactions for 

the Islamic finance users [24].  

 

 

4.9 Others 

There are people who believe that the financial sector, 

among other sectors is very slow when it comes to 

innovation and then there are others that believe that 

financial sector has seen a vast improvement and 

innovative. For example, during this COVID-19 pandemic 

we have witnessed the escalation of pace in which Fintech 

innovations are improved to make life easier for 

customers, such as digital banking, mobile transactions, 

cashless payments, etc. [205]–[207]. It must be noted that 

Fintech innovations aren’t only limited to the ones 

mentioned above, there are way more out there.  

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is another dynamic area of 

Fintech innovation [34], [208], [209]. Financial 

institutions are increasingly investing in AI due to the wide 

range of benefits they offer, ranging from wealth 

management, underwriting, credit scoring and insurance to 

customer service. 

AI for wealth management can make use of Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) software for analyzing the 

reactions of public to news about mergers or other matter 

that could affect stock rates and predictive analysis can 

suggest the best stocks for a trader to buy at the perfect 

time. NLP can also be used in the case of underwriting to 

determine whether a customer is trustworthy and likely to 

repay his loan by searching through his web activity or 

social media posts. This way a bank can avoid taking 

responsibility for customers who are faulty. Many eligible 

applicants miss out on borrowing loans due to inadequate 

credit history but by using AI software for determining 

credit score, these excluded individuals can benefit [38], 

[210].  

InsureTech has enabled insurance companies to reduce 

risks and costs to a great extent by providing customized 

insurances for customers. AI software’s, cameras and GPS 

can be used for tracking which would ease out the process 

of identifying insurance frauds. Customers also benefit 

with lower rates due to tailored policies. AI in customer 

service is one of the most common use of the technology 

whereby Chatbot are assigned for simple customer 

queries.   

 

 
Figure 7: Global AI Investment & Financing 

(2013-Q1 2018) Source: [54] 

 

5. UNIQUE ISSUES AND FINTECH CHALLENGES 

5.1 Fintech challenges 

Fintech has completely revolutionized the finance sector 

and like everything in the world, nothing is too perfect. 

Fintech is certainly a great package, but it does have 

complexities that needs to be resolved to ensure greater 

security, higher profitability and higher adoption rates. 

Some of the major overall challenges that Fintech firms 

facing the Fintech firms are highlighted as below;  

 Cybersecurity - definitely tops the list of challenges 

to Fintech firms with cyber-attacks happening on an 

average of every 39 seconds [58]. Since all the 

operations and transactions are automated and 

conducted online, there are hackers working around 

the globe trying to get into the systems to steal 

sensitive information or digital money. Fintech firms 

spend a lot of money and efforts on cybersecurity to 

have a strong defense against traffic and attacks [211]. 

Some of the notorious identity thefts includes the data 

breach in Capital One, Equifax, JPMorgan Chase and 

CheckFree where confidential data of millions were 

stolen [212]. Some of the worst cyber-attacks have 

been in the cryptocurrency area where coins worth 

millions were stolen as shown in the chart below. 
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Figure 8: Cryptocurrency thefts Source: [213] 

 Customer Experience has been an obstacle to the 

growth of Fintech since a long time. Fintech 

innovations involve the use of technology obviously 

which is attractive to millennials and the tech savvy 

group, but the middle-age groups find it difficult to 

use such technology. Although, it brings along 

efficiency and cost reduction, there is less awareness 

regarding Fintech products. There are individuals who 

do not completely trust Fintech because of the 

misconceptions surrounding it and the lack of 

understanding. Since money is involved, customers 

are increasingly cautious and prefer to play it safe 

siding with the traditional players. Additionally, some 

of the websites are difficult to navigate around and 

customers sometimes prefer communicating with a 

human instead of a chatbot which results in 

disappointing customer experiences (Gomber et al., 

2018).  

 Regulatory Compliance has been something that 

Fintech was outside the radar of. But the volatile 

regulatory environment keeps introducing new 

regulations that the finance industry needs to adhere 

to. The last few years witnessed the introduction of 

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which 

sets out a boundary for gathering personal information 

of citizens [173] and Revised Payment Services 

Directive (PSD2) which provides regulations for 

online payment services such as adhering to strict 

security measures [214]. Fintech are assigned with the 

job of showing customers how responsibly their 

personal data are being used. Although, PSD2 

encourages transparency to third party providers, it 

increases the burden of strict security measures for 

these services. Anti-Money Laundering and You’re 

your Customer regulations are also crucial to be 

complied with and can lead to hefty fines in case of 

violations [215]. 

These are some of the major challenges faced by 

Fintech, however there are plenty more. Difficulty in 

attracting investors due to Fintech being viewed as a 

competition than an opportunity. Fintech 

organizations find it difficult to build a reputation 

without collaborating with mainstream banks. This 

also leads to a struggle in international expansion 

where large amounts of money are involved. Fintech 

must find a way to work through all the challenges to 

reap the most out of the innovation.  

Islamic Fintech, like conventional Fintech, started gaining 

traction after the 2008 global crisis which lead to major 

distrust in conventional banks [24]. Islamic finance being 

an ethical model of banking sparked a lot of interest among 

consumers who were yearning for a reliable institution. 

Islamic finance is built on the foundation of treating 

borrowers and lenders fairly without exploiting one’s 

situation. Incorporating Fintech in Islamic finance is what 

makes up Islamic Fintech. Everything is permissible in 

Islamic finance and all the innovations are permissible if it 

doesn’t indulge in things that are explicitly prohibited by 

the Sharia. As per the director of an Islamic consultancy 

firm in UK, finding adequately skilled and knowledgeable 

personnel for Islamic Fintech is a big hurdle. In order to 

develop trained persons for Fintech, proper institutions 

must be established with well recognized Islamic Fintech 

courses (Shaikh, 2020). There must be an encouraging 

push from the academic organizations and the government 

towards an Islamic Fintech model of banking. Academic 

scholars must take up more research in this field to 

theoretically assist in Islamic Fintech innovations. A lack 

of academic research, lack of trained personnel and lack of 

support have resulted in a deficiency for skilled job 

seekers [217].  

Regulations is another area which needs to be correctly 

developed to encourage Islamic Fintech innovations. With 

almost all transactions being conducted online and 

massive information stored on the web, customer’s 

interests and confidential data must be protected. 

Government should come up with flexible regulations that 

wouldn’t hinder of such startups. Regulations should be an 

ideal balance between protecting the customers and 

inspiring progress for the startups. Adhering to 

government backed regulations can also help Islamic 

Fintech firms to gain customer’s faith easily and thereby 

build a trustworthy reputation. Regulatory authorities, 

Government and Islamic Fintech must come together to 

mutually agree on regulations that are in favor of all 

parties. This is an extremely complex task considering the 

decentralized nature of Fintech. Adhering to regulations is 

another time consuming and hectic task but Islamic 

Fintech firms can utilize RegTech to reduce the burden of 

compliance on themselves. Although, attracting investors 

for raising finance is not as much of a challenge as the ones 

we discussed above, it still cannot be ignored [62]. 

Financial institutions need to raise sufficient finance in 

order to stay afloat and since trust in Islamic Fintech as a 
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newcomer is generally low, it is difficult to raise large 

amount of finance for the startups. Investors find it 

difficult to estimate and assess if their investments will 

earn them reasonable profits [218].  

Apart from these Islamic Fintech challenges, the 

operations of such firms are completely disclosed which is 

the reason for transparency. Firms will have to be very 

cautious to maintain unambiguity at every level. 

Additionally, Islamic Fintech needs to catch up on the 

latest innovations in the financial sector and modify it to 

their benefit. Cyber Security is another major issue that 

comes along with technology and Islamic Fintech must 

also control fraudulent activities [218].  

 

Table 2: How challenges of Islamic Fintech are 

different? 

Conventional Fintech 

Challenges 

Islamic Fintech 

Challenges 

Cyber Security is one of the 

main issues due to increase in 

hacking events. 

Cyber Security is 

also prevalent in 

Islamic Fintech and 

huge expenses need 

to be incurred to 

tighten security 

measures. 

The new regulations that must 

be complied with require 

Fintech firms to put in a lot 

more time and efforts. 

Flexible regulations 

are much needed in 

the Islamic Fintech 

area to protect 

investors and at the 

same time to let 

innovations grow. 

Customer experience in terms 

of complex websites, lack of 

human touch and difficulty in 

building trust & reputation 

Lack of academic 

research, short term 

courses and 

programs result in 

lack of well-trained 

human resource. 

Difficulty in attracting 

investors due to being new and 

the competitive nature of 

conventional banks  

Raising finance is 

also among the main 

challenges in Islamic 

Fintech with 

investors finding it 

problematic to 

understand this 

model of banking 

combined with 

Fintech  

International expansion is 

important in the long term, and 

it is not easy to do this without 

support from incumbents.  

Islamic Fintech 

needs to keep up with 

the innovations in the 

traditional finance to 

compete on the same 

level. 

By drawing comparison, we can clearly see that many of 

the challenges are identical however Islamic Fintech has 

additional problems to tackle mainly due to lack of 

research and study in that field. 

5.2 Fintech and Financial inclusion 

Financial exclusion has been a major drawback of the 

traditional financial institutions. The compliance 

standards require banks to go through some strict KYC 

regulations before allowing an individual to open his/her 

bank account [219]. As a result, a large chunk of the 

world’s population remains unbanked and deprived of the 

benefits that banking can offer them. As per the report by 

World Bank, a total of 1.7Bn people remained unbanked 

as of 2017 [220]. Mainly, this chunk consists of the poorest 

population who are underprivileged to open accounts, 

borrow loans and save, while they are the ones who need 

it the most. Younger generation also make up a fair share 

of about 30% of unbanked population globally [220]. 

There were various reasons discovered for being 

underbanked and among the top were not having enough 

money, high cost and inadequate documents. This is where 

Fintech steps in and charms us with its benefits. One of the 

attractive qualities of Fintech has been financial inclusion 

as it has the potential to minimize the wealth distribution 

barriers by providing equal opportunity for all individuals 

[69]. Mobile phones have fast paced the process of 

digitalization and automation thereby reducing cost of 

transaction and attaining higher efficiencies. Fintech thus 

encourages financial inclusion by lowering costs which 

one among the main barriers for customers. Digital bank 

accounts ease the process of opening a bank account and 

do not require being present at the physical branch which 

could be problematic for certain working-class groups. 

Individuals who weren’t allowed to open a bank account 

earlier due to lack of data regarding credit worthiness, can 

benefit from Fintech whereby other methods are used to 

assess credit worthiness. The otherwise excluded 

population can now store their savings and earn returns, 

helping them progress financially. By providing easy to 

navigate websites or applications, Fintech can promote 

participation from underserved segments such as women, 

poor community, young individuals and first-time users 

[67], [221], [222].  

Fintech not only provides a means to attain financial 

inclusion for conventional banks but also provides a great 

opportunity for Islamic finance whose very essence is built 

upon financial inclusion, collective growth and poverty 

eradication [221], [223]. Unfortunately, Islamic banks 

have found it difficult to maintain low transaction costs 

due to their nature of banking. As per research, the number 

of families without a bank account are higher in member 

countries of Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) as 

compared to Non-OICs [79], [224]. One of the resulting 

factor responsible for the high level of unbanked 
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households is religious reason with 34% Afghans, 23% 

Saudis and about 27% of Iraqis and Tunisians mentioning 

this [79]. In countries with well-developed Islamic banks 

like UAE & Bahrain, the unbanked segment seems to be 

low. High transaction cost is another factor central to the 

exclusion of the poor households and expat workforce as 

it isn’t cost-effective for banks to offer an account 

providing all benefits to this segment. It is evident in many 

of the low-income expat workforce receiving their 

payments in cash. Fintech ’s cost effective attribute is the 

highlight of the innovation. With the help of Fintech, 

Islamic banks can achieve cost efficiencies and include the 

underserved section of the society by striking out the ‘high 

transaction cost’ barrier [62]. Fintech will provide a way 

for Islamic banks to become more competitive against 

their traditional foils by cutting costs. Smart contracts, big 

data, AI, Blockchain, digitalization and automation can 

significantly minimize costs in the long run which is the 

main obstacle holding Islamic banks back. Crowdfunding 

and P2P lending is also another Fintech service that 

encourages the excluded community to raise finance for 

startups and provide loans. Islamic Fintech  could be the 

source to exterminate the bridge between banked and 

underserved segment of the society and promoting welfare 

of all individuals..  

5.3 Fintech and Sustainability 

Sustainability, in simple terms, using our resources in a 

responsible way so that the next generation isn’t deprived 

of them due to our exploitation or over usage (Aliyu et al., 

2017; Hussain et al., 2019). Industrial revolution led to the 

idea of sustainability being raised. With industrial 

revolution, a lot of chemical factories were developed, 

population rose, and natural resources were draining due 

to high level of pollution in the environment. As a result, 

the world was quaked by the environmental & economic 

crises that took place during those times such as the 

Bhopal disaster, Chernobyl disaster, Exxon Valdez oil 

spill and oil shocks, the American banking crisis, the 1930 

financial crisis respectively [13], [227]. These crises led to 

the need of developing a sustainable framework for all 

business to adhere by [228]. Since then, sustainable 

development has been given a high status to achieve long 

term economic and ecological growth [50], [55], [229].  

Green finance means financial investments that are aimed 

at achieving sustainable development goals by driving 

funds towards green projects and thereby ensuring higher 

level of accountability [230]. Green finance supports green 

technologies, green bonds, water sanitation and low 

carbon projects [207]. Therefore, green finance facilitates 

taking responsibility of environmental problems and 

solving them for a cleaner world (Sun et al., 2020). 

However, green projects are expensive, time consuming 

and lack enough data. Therefore, small banks find it 

increasingly difficult to fund green finance. Banks are 

threatened with loss of profits and missing out on other 

opportunities with higher returns, so green holdings are 

less than 1% by global investors (Sun et al., 2020).  

Fintech always comes to the rescue when the issue is high 

cost and lengthy time. Fintech primarily encourages 

sustainability by digitalizing operations, by facilitating 

less wastage in terms of paperwork, paper bills and 

unnecessary driving to banks for every transaction. In 

China, Green Finance Information Management System 

was introduced to tackle the problem of inadequate data 

by using big data, data analytics, cloud system and AI to 

derive reliable statistics (Dal Mas et al., 2020). Fintech  

also enables low transaction cost and high operational 

efficiency by digitalizing green assets [94]. Transactions 

are transparent encouraging more participants to invest in 

environmentally friendly projects. Fintech has a wide 

range of users and is spread across wide channels which 

will help attract more customers at a lower cost. 

Information asymmetry can also be resolved with the help 

of Blockchain transparency and big data can be used for 

risk management and detecting environmental violations 

[234]. Main users of green finance are large scale 

organizations because of the heavy costs involved. 

Although, small and medium scale enterprises also have a 

responsibility towards the environment [235], [236]. 

Fintech can offer reasonable investment plans for such 

organizations and push them towards a green change 

[237].  Another example is crowdfunding where investors 

can fund a green project or idea. The upside to this way of 

raising finance would be, if an investor doesn’t see this as 

a good investment, he/she can back off without wasting his 

time or money. Personalized green investment portfolios 

can be generated through an AI which would show the 

investors a clear idea as to where the funds are going, and 

the results achieved from the investment. Green bonds can 

be raised through Blockchain technology, in fact China 

even cleared settlement through automation [238]. Ant 

Forest is a green Fintech project on Alipay where 

customers can grow a virtual tree by doing activities or 

transactions in an environmentally responsible way. These 

activities earn “green energy” for customers through 

which they can raise a virtual tree. Once a complete virtual 

tree is formed with enough green energy, the organization 

plants a real tree on your behalf. The green energy must be 

recompensed after a real tree is grown [239]. More than a 

100 million trees were planted through this system by the 

first quarter of 2019. Such schemes encourage consumers 

to live a low carbon lifestyle [240], [241].  

 

5.4 5. Conclusion 

 

In this study we performed the systematic review of the 

available literature on Fintech innovations, scope, 

challenges, and implications in Islamic finance industry 
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covering the breadth and depth of Fintech research since 

its inception, financial crisis period and role if Fintech 

during and post COVID-19 pandemic.  We acknowledge 

that though the conventional Fintech industry is growing 

and a mature industry itself. However, the published 

research in Islamic Fintech is immature and empirical and 

theoretical evidence continues to grow daily. It is beyond 

the scope of our study to include every research published 

on Fintech and Islamic Finance. One of the limitations of 

our study that some of the potentially relevant studies 

related to the role of Fintech post COVID-19 are excluded 

due to the publication process. Thorough this systematic 

review we conclude that Fintech is here to stay and if 

Islamic finance industry aims to catchup with the growth 

in conventional industry, they must be quick to adopt 

Fintech based innovative financial services.  

We are living in a world where contactless payments are 

key to controlling the spread of the COVID-19 virus and 

finance world has taking this opportunity to expand its rea 

of operation and taken their market to the undiscovered 

territory. In can be concluded that the disruptions caused 

by the COVID-19 pandemic will foster growth in the 

Fintech sector as the governmental measures such as; 

necessity to maintain social distance and avoid physical 

contact is in favor of Fintech and boosting its growth faster 

than ever. This development is not going to fall flat after 

the pandemic because once consumers experience the ease 

and convenience, they are going to want to stay. The 

hardest part was getting customers to trust Fintech and 

give it a genuine chance, the pandemic has made that 

happen. Ultimately, banks must realize that Fintech is here 

to stay and they need to step up. 

The study will help in better understanding the Fintech in 

general and the role of Fintech in fostering the growth in 

Islamic finance industry.  It will be helping the regulators, 

governmental agencies in making favorable regulations to 

help in enhancing the growth in Islamic Fintech. Future 

studies can be conducted on Fintech adoption and 

customers’ perception, evaluation of countries growth in 

Fintech, Fintech, and automation process in Islamic banks 

etc.  
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